became a force for contributing to the nation-building process of the new Turkish Republic. From then until the 1950s, Turkish novels reflected the Westernisation project underway in Turkey. I shall look at the two separate lines of development in the novel after 1950: a strong line of village novels focusing on issues concerning social inequality and social injustice, and a weaker line of novels featuring individual crises, mostly of the intellectuals. After 1980, the Turkish novel escaped from realism and developed an inclination towards 'post-modern' narration. Orhan Pamuk's novels can be taken as representative of the contemporary Turkish novel, with their varying narrative techniques and continuing concern with issues the Turkish novel has featured since the very beginning. I shall therefore, briefly discuss Pamuk's novels one by one, before mentioning other contemporary novels.
The beginnings
In the 1870s the Ottoman Empire was imitating the West in almost all aspects of life; literature could not escape a similar fate. Modernisation in Turkish literature emerged with the introduction of new genres, such as modern poetry, plays, short stories and novels. Introduction to new, Western concepts called for new, Western genres in literature. When we look at the emergence of the novel in particular, we can say that there was, of course, a tradition of storytelling in Islamic-Ottoman culture. These were stories told in verse form in classical literature, mainly in the form of the Persian mathnawi (Turkish mesnevi). There were also popular folk stories, either oral or written, which took the form of either love stories or tales of heroism in addition to a variety of mystic literature in Anatolia, since Sufism was widespread, especially in rural areas. But although there was a tradition of storytelling in traditional Ottoman culture, the first novelists started writing novels in imitation of the Western literary genre of the roman, which they had read mostly in French. It is from the French roman that the same Turkish word for novel comes from.
Before the appearance of the novel in the Ottoman Empire, however, there were 'threshold texts', writings that hovered on the threshold between traditional storytelling and the new genre called the novel. Aziz Efendi (?-1798) from the island of Crete, wrote such a text in 1796 entitled Muhayyelat (Imaginations), which is made up of three seemingly unrelated stories called 'hayal' (image, dream) . These pieces add up to a whole in such a way that the text becomes something between a fairy tale and a fantasy novel. In 1851 and 1852 Hovsep Vartan Paşa (1813-79), an Armenian, published Akabi Hikayesi (The Story of Akabi) and Boşbogaz Bir Adam (A Blabbermouth), respectively. They were simple love stories told in prose, interestingly written in Ottoman Turkish, but with the Armenian alphabet and therefore probably only accessible to Armenian Ottomans and not to the general reading public. The same problem of audience exists for the 'novel'
